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Our Senior High School program provides an
exciting venue for young people who wish
to sharpen their creative, artistic and critical
skills. Our accredited 2-year Arts & Design
curriculum offers tomorrow’s creative leaders
an early start on their individual journeys of
self-discovery.
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This learner-centered program is facilitated by faculty
experienced in challenging students to evolve and strengthen
their unique identities. Much of this work is performed within two
areas of concentration: general education and design studies.
These disciplines are fused within our ‘Integrated Design Lab’
- where academic, social and scientific values are blended into a
singular basis for meaningful creative action.
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shs core subject

shs core subject

shs core subject

shs core subject

Oral Communication in
Context
Komunikasyon at Pananaliksik
sa Wika at Kulturang Pilipino
21st Century Literature from
the Philippines and the World
General Mathematics
Personal Development
Understanding Culture,
Society, and Politics
Physical Educarion Health 1

Reading and Writing Skills
Pagbasa at Pagsusuri ng
Iba’t-Ibang Teksto Tungo sa
Pananaliksik
Contemporary Philippine Arts
from Regions
Media and Information Literacy
Physical Education and Health 2
Statistics and Probability

Earth and Life Science
Introduction to the Philosophy
of the Human Person
Physical Science
Physical Education and Health 3

Physical Education and Health 4

shs contextual subject

Research 1 - Qualitative
Research in Daily Life

English for Academic and
Professional Purposes
Pagsulat sa Filipino sa Piling
Larangan (Sining)

shs specialization
subjects

shs specialization
subjects

Applied Arts and Design 1

Applied Arts and Design 2

sofa prescribed
subjects
design studio 1:
drawing and
representation 1

sofa prescribed
subjects
design studio 2:
drawing and
representation 2

shs contextual subject

shs contextual subject
Research in Daily Life 2
shs specialization
subjects
Integrating Elements and
Principles of the Different Arts
and Applications
Personal and Physical
Development in the Arts
Apprenticeship and
Exploration in Arts Production

sofa prescribed
subjects
design studio 3:
principles of twodimensional design
design studio 4:
interdisciplinary
design 1

shs contextual subject
Empowerment Technologies
Entrepreneurship
Research Project
shs specialization
subjects
Developing Filipino Identity in
the Arts
Leadership and Management
in Different Arts Fields
Exhibit for Arts Production
sofa prescribed
subjects
design studio 5:
principles of threedimensional design
design studio 6:
interdisciplinary
design 2

The SoFA SHS curriculum is meant to
forge an independent, self-sufficient
learner - a person who thinks critically,
communicates confidently and
collaborates gracefully. Lessons are
delivered within the SoFA Method - a
systematic educational process which
encourages participants to build
beautiful yet practical solutions to
issues ranging from the personal to the
global. Art, design, culture, creative
management and other subjects
are paired with the sciences, social
sciences and courses in physical and
emotional development to ensure
growth of the whole person. While
our SHS curriculum is focused around
SoFA’s unique competencies in
Fashion, Interior Design, Architecture
and Multimedia Arts, learners are
always encouraged to explore other
fields of interest. Upon completion
of the program students will retain
a tangible record of their time
at SoFA Design Institute - via a
mandatory visual portfolio which will
document their work, dreams and
accomplishments.
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